Focus on the Facts:
News Literacy in the Classroom

Program Overview
With the increase in biased news sources and declarations of
“fake news” being made against quality journalism, it is more
important than ever for students to learn how to differentiate
credible sources from biased, inaccurate, or completely false sources.
A recent study by Stanford University collected and analyzed
7,804 student responses from middle school, high school, and
college students across 12 states. The students were asked to
complete a number of online source evaluation tasks, including
identifying
advertisements
on
a
news
website,
deciding whether to trust a photograph posted on a website, and
explaining why a tweet may or may not be a good source of information.
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irsc-created resources
IRSC Librarians created learning objects we have been using in our one-shots, our credit classes, and
in presentations to faculty and the Association of Florida Colleges. We have made these learning
objects available to instructional faculty to use and embed in their courses and use as they wish.
The RADAR infographic has been embedded in the course
LibGuides and in the Guide on the Side news literacy
tutorial we created. The infographic arms students with the
criteria they should be examining and the questions they
should be asking themselves when evaluating a source.

Their findings? “Overall, young people’s ability to reason about
the information on the Internet can be summed up in one word:
bleak” (Wineburg, McGrew, Breakstone, & Ortega, 2016, p. 4).

STUDENT Projects
IRSC librarians also incorporated news literacy instruction into two
summer programs for high school students, Upward Bound and
Expanding Horizons. Librarians visited the programs three times,
using the first session as an overview of news literacy, the
second as an exploration and evaluation of resources, and the third
as a lab session where students created two artifacts: a “fake”
news story and a real news story about their chosen careers.
Creating a fake news story allowed students to employ some
of the techniques they identified in clickbait stories, like
overly emotional or biased language and a lack of credible
citations, while the creation of a real story allowed them to
find and practice using credible sources to support their points.

We have three presentations made with Google Slides
that we have used in one-shot sessions, our blended
one-credit course Introduction to Electronic Access to
Information, and in presentations to faculty and librarians
from other institutions. The presentations walk through the
problem of fake news, its history, and shows how to evaluate
news sources using the tools we created and real examples.

The Stanford study confirmed what librarians and instructors
have been seeing in daily interactions with community college
students. IRSC Librarians developed a multi-prong approach to
address the problem that included faculty outreach, lesson plans
for one-shots and credit classes, and learning objects that can
be embedded in a variety of courses. As a starting point, IRSC
Librarians identified the ACRL Framework for Information Literacy
for Higher Education frame “Authority is Constructed and Contextual” as the most relevant and important goal for student learning.

We have also provided a video which can be linked to or
embedded in course shells. It shows the importance of
evaluating every source for authority, currency, relevancy,
and bias. It uses a real world example of early false reports
to illustrate that all four of these criteria are critical when
choosing a source, especially a rapidly developing news story.
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RADAR infographic, created by IRSC LIbrarians.

A student’s ‘real news’ story.

A student’s ‘fake news’ story.

Students created their news stories
with Canva, a free graphic design program
that provides customizable magazine
layouts, social media posts, and more.

Promoting the program
IRSC Librarians began the program by presenting the
problem of a lack of news literacy and possible solutions to
instructional faculty. In March 2017, the librarians offered a
session in the IRSC Institute for Academic Excellence that
introduced the concept of news literacy to the
College. The session provided an overview of
the importance of news literacy and introduced
instructional tools to teach students how to evaluate news sources.
At the beginning of the Fall 2017 semester, IRSC
librarians continued the promotional push and
presented at faculty and adjunct meetings.
We created promotional materials highlighing news
literacy as an element of a traditional “one-shot”
library instructional session. News literacy instruction
was also added as an option to the library’s one-shot
request form. To date, almost half (47%, n=87) of the
instructors requesting instructional sessions in Fall
have requested news literacy instruction as a part of their session.

Slides from faculty and student presentations on news literacy, created by IRSC librarians.

Future goals

One-shot instruction sessions

IRSC Librarians continue to incorporate news literacy training in our
instruction in one-shot sessions and one-credit library
research courses, and have created an online module for news
literacy that can be embedded into any online class. In
addition, promotion of news literacy instruction will continue
throughout the year, and more partnerships with faculty will be explored.

One-shot
information
literacy
sessions
allowed
the
IRSC
Librarians
the
opportunity to incorporate news literacy instruction into a variety of
classes, including the required Student Success course and English Composition 1 (ENC 1101).
The lesson plan for these one-shots includes showing the students a fake news source or
asking them to discover one on their own. A discussion and/or video about the fake news
phenomenon illustrates the larger problem with examples. Students then analyze the news
source using evaluation techniques to examine the authority, objectivity, rationale, publication
or last updated date, accuracy, and relevance to the student’s information need or assignment.

IRSC librarians are a part of the statewide LIS Curriculum
Committee who are charged with creating a stand-alone news
literacy module which can be used in one-shot sessions, in
credit courses taught by librarians, or embedded in online courses in
other disciplines. IRSC Librarians will also create additional learning
objects and assignments for use in credit and non-credit instruction.

